Pears & Candles

PEARS COMBINE BEAUTIFULLY WITH CANDLES.

THE UNEXPECTED TWIST OF SEEING PEARS UNDER WATER ADDS A SOPHISTICATED ELEMENT TO A REMARKABLY QUICK AND EASY CENTERPIECE OR TABLETOP DISPLAY.

MATERIALS

1. Clear vase
2. Pears to fill your vase: A. small pears such as Seckel or Forelle; B. 1 Bosc
3. Water
4. Candle
5. Cranberries (optional)
6. Ribbon (optional)

A. Fill your vase with pears and cover the pears with water. Nestle a candle into the center, and add the cranberries. They will float to the top.

B. Place a pear in your vase and add water. Set a candle of the same diameter on top and tie a bow around it. Perfect 5 minute centerpiece!